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INTRODUCTION
From pre dawn winter rides to mid-summer
competitions; 2XU engineers understand the
seasonal challenges faced by cyclists. To combat
extremes of heat and cold, 2XU’s cycle specific
fabrics and Italian chamois have been developed to
cloak the wearer in a performance enhancing second
skin. Boasting wind cheating dimpled fabrics, Super
Micro Denier moisture management technology and
high denier Lycra yarn for superior muscle support,
wearers of 2XU Cycle will feel faster and more
comfortable than ever before.

OUR
COMPANY
Founded and based in Melbourne,
Australia; our philosophy is
to create products which will
advance human performance.
2XU employs fabric and
construction technology to take
you beyond what you previously
thought possible.
2XU is fast becoming the most
technical performance sports
brand on the planet. Worn
by multiple world champions,

OUR
VALUES
endorsed by sports institutions
the world over and praised
by professional athletes
from all disciplines, 2XU
understands what is needed
to be the best. Developed
by athletes for athletes.

SERVICE
We exist to multiply your
performance. Whether you are
a valued retailer, elite athlete or
weekend warrior, our objective is
to meet your expectations and
surpass them.

SCIENTIFIC & RESEARCHED
Constantly working with sports
science institutions, experts,
athletes and coaches to produce
world leading products.

TECHNOLOGICALLY AWARE
Latest innovations from leading
fabric mills around the globe,
the most advanced materials
and accessories, a constant
search for new technology.

INNOVATIVE
Creating new fabrics and
construction from prototype
yarns, ongoing design
enhancement to improve comfort
and performance.

LIGHT & FLEXIBLE
To be at one with the body
and remain comfortable during
exhaustive pursuits.

CAPABLE & TECHNICAL
Engineered to sustain all the
rigors and complexities that
sport brings.

HUMAN
Learning from the human form
to create zonal applications.
Moving with the body, not
restricting it.

SYSTEMATIC
Balancing the zones in garments,
the garments on the body,
and considering the way each
garment works in unison.

OUR
PRODUCT

PARTNERSHIPS
+ALLIANCES
2XU engineers products with
the single minded goal of best
equipping the athlete, so they
feel more prepared, more race
ready and more capable than
their competition. As they put

on their technologically advanced
garments, they also put on a
desire; to be more
than they ever have been, to
perform beyond expectation.
With 2XU technology, a piece of

the finely balanced equation is
in place to multiply your human
performance. This technology
marks the beginning of a new era
in sporting equipment.

A central tenant in the 2XU design
process is to work with experts,
both in-house and external.
We absorb their feedback and
opinion to develop product
which consistently optimises
performance and capability. There
is no clearer advocacy than being
accepted, utilised and promoted
by the best.
2XU is proud to be an official
apparel supplier to multiple
sporting institutions where

exacting standards are required
for elite athletes. In addition,
2XU has numerous product and
sponsorship associations with a
variety of organisations, events
and athletes across a broad
range of sporting disciplines. 2XU
appeals to professional, capable
athletes and organisations
seeking only the most advanced,
performance orientated
product available.

VAFA
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CUSTOM BUILT FABRICS MADE TO PERFORM

01 Therapeutic rated fabric for greater
pressure and recovery leading to faster
muscle repair.
02 2XU muscle containment can reduce soft
tissue damage in contact and intense sports.
03 Reduced muscle vibration (linked to
muscle fatigue) thereby improving muscle
endurance and strength.

01 Mesh structure for more airflow.
02 Softness for comfort.
03 High Lycra content delivering enhanced
flexibility for movement with the body.
04 Superior moisture management achieved
by high filament polyester yarn to keep the
wearer dry and comfortable.

01 High filament technology for advanced
moisture management.
02 Advanced knit structure, specifically
engineered for cyclists.
03 Antibacterial treatment.

01 Utilising 40 denier Lycra yarn from Invista
with mild compression to deliver greater
power output.
02 Featuring imported polyester for increased
durability and long lasting performance.
03 Enhanced colour vibrancy for
sublimation printing.

SUMMER
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01 Italian made 190gm nylon/Lycra.
02 30 denier Lycra prime elastane with
antibacterial for garment durability.
03 Lycra yarn ensures stretch recovery so
garment retains shape.
04 Italian nylon yarn for superior wear with
extreme moisture management.
05 50+ UV protection.

PAGE

PAGE

01 240gm 40 denier Lycra yarn with tricot
knit for superior muscle holding ability and
less vibration for reduced fatigue, better
recovery and improved performance.
02 Lycra prime elastane for stretch memory
to retain shape.
03 Lycra prime with antibacterial properties.
04 Lycra power – the ultimate in muscle
support for up to 30% more power, reduced
fatigue and greater endurance.
05 Italian nylon yarn for superior wear and
extreme moisture management.
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01 Manufactured with one aspect in
mind, Speed, with textured surface to
disturb airflow. Swiss built for maximum
performance. The fastest fabric on the planet
above 32km/h.
02 Polyamide knit structure to facilitate
airflow dynamics for optimal moisture
management.
03 Lycra yarn for muscular support
and durability.
04 Lycra prime elastane yarn for stretch
memory and muscle stability.
05 Lycra prime antibacterial strength for long
garment life.

SUPER.MICRO.
DENIER.
EXTREME MOISTURE MANAGEMENT

Exclusive to 2XU, the S.M.D. (Super
Micro Denier) family of fabrics utilise

With the added comfort of a jersey finish
and high UV protection SMD COOL has all
the added benefits the SMD family
of fabrics.

All the SMD benefits along with an advanced
mesh knit construction to increase airflow. A
lighter weight for more effective
moisture transfer.

MOISTURE MANAGEMENT
The low denier (high filament) yarn on
the outside draws moisture through from
the high denier (low filament) yarn on
the inside. In addition, the inside yarn
transports water through a capillary action.
This combination multiplies the moisture
management performance, keeping you
comfortable and dry.

FAST
Our SMD range of fabrics feel light,
comfortable, race ready and fast.
Functioning like a second skin, they let the
wearer focus purely on performance.

FLEXIBLE
With an enhanced mechanical knit structure
our SMD fabrics provide unrestricted
body movement.

UV PROTECTION
High sun protection factor means long
sessions in the sun won’t cost you your
skins health.

A light weight mesh with all the benefits of
the SMD moisture management fabric family.
Feels light and race ready.

Using tactel nylon yarns from Dupont, this
fabric has all the benefits of SMD technology
in a warm light weight fabric.

All the SMD benefits plus the latest
generation nano silver particles embedded in
the yarn to produce permanent anti-bacterial
and thermal regulation functions.

Added to the benefits of the SMD fabric is
the use of a 3D mesh structure in the weave.
Ultimate airflow, moisture management and
no clinging to the body.

denier graded micro-filament technology
ensuring one way capillary action for the
life of the garment. S.M.D. is the ultimate
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ANTI-BACTERIAL
Eliminates bacteria and body odour with a
high performance nano silver application.
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in moisture management.

MEN’S CHAMOIS

FUSION
PRO X

Enhancing its reputation of developing world
leading chamois technology 2XU has, in
collaboration with some of the world leading
cyclists, developed the FUSION PRO X.
The main contact area of the pelvic region
is supported by the 120 density foam and
14mm height to allow for maximum support
needed to absorb the shock of the road. The
intermediate impact zone with the mid level

WOMEN’S CHAMOIS

01

09

Enhancing its reputation of developing world
leading chamois technology 2XU has, in
collaboration with some of the worlds leading
cyclists, developed the FUSION PRO X.
The main contact area of the pelvic region
is supported by the 120 density foam and
14mm height to allow for maximum support
needed to absorb the shock of the road.
The intermediate impact zone with the mid

impact cushioning allows for less bulk to
increase comfort whilst protecting the frontal
region. The outer extremity region/low
impact zone offers gentle cushioning.
With the added benefit of Italian Lycra
technology incorporating 4 way stretch and
extreme moisture management. 2XU has
created the ultimate in chamois technology.

FEATURE SET

FEATURE SET

01	HIGH DENSITY FOAM - 120 FOAM DENSITY 14MM HEIGHT MAX IMPACT ZONE
02	MID DENSITY FOAM - 60 DENSITY INTERMEDIATE IMPACT ZONE
03	MID DENSITY FOAM - 40 DENSITY COMFORT ZONE
04	INVISTA COOLMAX YARN FOR EXTREME MOISTURE MANAGEMENT AND COMFORT
05	LYCRA ELASTANE - 400% BETTER PROTECTION AGAINST SWEAT
06	HYGIENIC ANTIBACTERIAL
07	4 WAY STRETCH MOULDS TO BODY CONTOURS
08	2XU EXCLUSIVE HEAT MOULD - SEAMLESS TECHNOLOGY ELIMINATES FRICTION
09	ADVANCED ERGONOMIC SHAPE

02
03

02
03
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level impact cushioning allows for less bulk.
The outer extremity region/low impact zone
offers gentle cushioning.
With the added benefit of Italian Lycra
technology incorporating 4 way stretch and
extreme moisture management. 2XU have
created the ultimate in chamois technology.
Ergonomically designed for the
female anatomy.
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01	HIGH DENSITY FOAM - 120 FOAM DENSITY 14MM HEIGHT MAX IMPACT ZONE
02	MID DENSITY FOAM - 60 DENSITY INTERMEDIATE IMPACT ZONE
03	MID DENSITY FOAM - 60 DENSITY COMFORT ZONE
04	INVISTA COOLMAX YARN FOR EXTREME MOISTURE MANAGEMENT AND COMFORT
05	LYCRA ELASTANE - 400% BETTER PROTECTION AGAINST SWEAT
06	HYGIENIC ANTIBACTERIAL
07	4 WAY STRETCH MOULDS TO BODY CONTOURS
08	2XU EXCLUSIVE HEAT MOULDS - SEAMLESS TECHNOLOGY ELIMINATES FRICTION
09	ADVANCED ERGONOMIC SHAPE

FUSION
PRO X

01

MEN’S CHAMOIS

FUSION
PRO

The main contact area of the pelvic region
is supported by the higher density foam and
8mm height to allow for maximum support
needed to absorb the shock of the road. The
intermediate impact zone with the mid level
impact cushioning allows for less bulk to
increase comfort whilst protecting the frontal
region. The outer extremity region/low

WOMEN’S CHAMOIS

FUSION
pro

01
impact zone offers gentle cushioning.
With the added benefit of Italian Lycra
technology incorporating 4 way stretch and
extreme moisture management, 2XU have
created the ultimate in chamois technology.

09

FEATURE SET

02
03

01
03
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FEATURE SET

01	MULTI-REGION SUPPORT AND CUSHIONING
02	HIGH DENSITY FOAM - 80 DENSITY MAX IMPACT ZONE
03	MID DENSITY FOAM - 60 DENSITY INTERMEDIATE IMPACT ZONE
04	ITALIAN MADE FABRIC WITH Lycra TECHNOLOGY
05	MOISTURE MANAGEMENT ITALIAN POLYAMIDE YARN
06	MICRO YARN FOR INCREASED SOFTNESS AGAINST SKIN
07	LYCRA ELASTANE FOR 400% BETTER PROTECTION AGAINST BACTERIA
08 HYGIENIC ANTIBACTERIAL
09	4 WAY STRETCH MOULDS TO BODY CONTOURS

PAGE

PAGE

The intermediate impact zone with the mid
level impact cushioning allows for less bulk to
increase comfort whilst protecting the
frontal region.
Also features Italian Lycra technology with 4
way stretch and extreme
moisture management.
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01	HIGH DENSITY FOAM-80 DENSITY MAX IMPACT ZONE
02	MID DENSITY FOAM - 60 DENSITY INTERMEDIATE IMPACT ZONE
03	MID DENSITY FOAM - 40 DENSITY COMFORT ZONE
04	MICRO NYLON YARN FOR EXTREME MOISTURE MANAGEMENT AND COMFORT
05	LYCRA ELASTANE FOR 400% BETTER PROTECTION AGAINST BACTERIA
06 HYGIENIC ANTIBACTERIAL
07	4 WAY STRETCH MOULDS TO BODY CONTOURS
08	2XU EXCLUSIVE HEAT MOLD-SEAMLESS TECHNOLOGY AGAINST SWEAT
09	ADVANCED ERGONOMIC SHAPE

Breaking the chamois into the women’s
anatomical pelvic regions has allowed us to
formulate both the foam density and height
to allow for the optimum cushioning in each
region of the chamois.
The main contact area of the pelvic region
is supported by the higher density foam and
8mm height to allow for support needed to
absorb the main force of shock between the
road and the rider.

02

MEN’S CHAMOIS

MULTI LAYER

WOMEN’S CHAMOIS

LA ROSA

01

Italian made chamois utilising Lycra
fabric technology. We have sourced an Italian
made fabric and combined it with a proven
chamois design to give the most discerning
cyclist a chamois that will never let you down.
Multi-layered design with concealed stitching
enhances support and comfort.

08

FEATURE SET

FEATURE SET

01	ONE PIECE MOLDED CHAMOIS - HIGH DUROMETER OPEN CELL FOAM
02	ITALIAN MADE FABRIC WITH Lycra TECHNOLOGY
03	MOISTURE MANAGEMENT ITALIAN POLYAMIDE YARN
04	MICRO YARN FOR INCREASED SOFTNESS AGAINST SKIN
05	LYCRA ELASTANE FOR 400% BETTER PROTECTION AGAINST BACTERIA
06 HYGIENIC ANTIBACTERIAL
07	4 WAY STRETCH MOULDS TO BODY CONTOURS

07
03
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excellent next to skin comfort. This is
combined into a one piece molded chamois
with high durometer open cell foam for the
ultimate in cushioning and 4 way stretch.
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01	ITALIAN MADE FABRIC WITH Lycra TECHNOLOGY
02	MOISTURE MANAGEMENT ITALIAN POLYAMIDE YARN
03	MICRO YARN FOR INCREASED SOFTNESS AGAINST SKIN
04	LYCRA PRIME ELASTANE FOR 400% BETTER PROTECTION AGAINST BACTERIA
05 HYGIENIC ANTIBACTERIAL
06	4 WAY STRETCH MOULDS TO BODY CONTOURS
07	MOISTURE MANAGEMENT OUTER WINGS
08 ANATOMICALLY SHAPED

Crafted in Italy and packed with advanced
features only previously found in a high
priced short.
The LA ROSA utilises Italian Lycra fabric
technology - with advanced moisture
management, hygienic properties and

02

CAT.
CYCLE

MICROFIBRE
Using high filament fibres and
a structured knit, 2XU has created an
extreme moisture management sublimated
fabric while retaining a soft feel.

RANGE

01

ELITE

WIRED MP3
EYELETS

2XU FULL LENGTH
ZIPPER

02

SMD MESH
Mesh/waffle construction – superior
airflow to aid evaporation and maintain
core body temperature. Lightweight to
ensure the athlete feels faster, more
comfortable and race ready than ever.

03

FITTED POCKETS
Multiple pockets to store all long
ride accessories and essentials. Intelligent
garment design to ensure easy access.

04

FLATLOCK STITCHING
Streamlined seams for stretch
and comfort against the skin. Formenhancing lines.

WHT/PGN

BLK/PGN

WHT/GRD

SUMMER
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DEVICE POCKET
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REAR ZIP POCKET

OVERVIEW

Utilising microfibre fabric technology plus the
latest generation Italian sublimation print and
colour reproduction to offer a new generation
of sublimation cycle top performance.

SIZES
XS S M L XL XXL

MICROFIBRE

mc1406a

elite sublimated cycle jersey

mc1127b

mc1018b

elite cycle bib short
SIZES
XS S M L XL XXL

CAT.
CYCLE

ELITE

RANGE

02

SENSOR MESH
High Lycra content for enhanced
flexibility of movement with the body
and a comfortable soft feel. Moisture
management via high filament polyester
yarn keeps the wearer dry and comfortable.

SENSOR MESH

03

KINETIC
Strong 40 denier prime Lycra is
knitted into a tricot structure to deliver
a powerful 220gm weight for enhanced
muscle containment, less vibration
and fatigue.

KINETIC

04

FUSION PRO X
The latest in Italian chamois
technology: fusion welded to remove
seams, variable density cushioning and
moisture management via a polyamide/
Lycra outer layer. Exclusive to 2XU.

KINETIC
Strong 40 denier prime Lycra is
knitted into a tricot structure to deliver
a powerful 220gm weight for enhanced
muscle containment, less vibration
and fatigue.

FUSION PRO X

02

KINETIC SPEED
Excellent compression, wear and
moisture management properties. With
a dimpled, golf ball-like outer surface,
KINETIC SPEED cuts through the air with
incredible speed.

KINETIC

03

FUSION PRO
X CHAMOI

KINETIC SPEED

FLAT LOCK
SEAM

FUSION PRO X
The latest in Italian chamois
technology: fusion welded to remove
seams, variable density cushioning and
moisture management via a polyamide/
Lycra outer layer. Exclusive to 2XU.

04

CONTOUR PANELLING
Following the body, 2XU’s design
lines are contoured to optimise the human
form through looks and function.

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

SUMMER
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KINETIC SPEED

FLAT LOCK
SEAMS

SILICONE LEG
GRIPPER

PAGE

CAT.
CYCLE

FUSION PRO X

01

OVERVIEW

Created from the best materials on the
planet including dimpled airflow technology
and our durable KINETIC with its muscle
holding ability and excellent long life
performance. Combined with our new
FUSION PRO X chamois 2XU deliver an
exceptional product. Designed for speed and
constructed for unmatched comfort this is a
short for those with exacting standards.

RANGE

KINETIC SPEED
Excellent compression, wear and
moisture management properties. With
a dimpled, golf ball-like outer surface,
KINETIC SPEED cuts through the air with
incredible speed.

SIZES
XS S M L XL XXL

ELITE

01

OVERVIEW

Created from the best materials on the
planet including dimpled airflow technology
and our compression rated KINETIC with
its muscle holding ability for greataer
endurance and less lactic acid buildup.
Combined with our new FUSION PRO X
chamois 2XU deliver an exceptional product
- designed for speed and constructed for
unmatched comfort this is a short for
those with exacting standards.

ELITE CYCLE Short

MC1647A

MC1650B

COMP CYCLE JERSEY
SIZES
XS S M L XL XXL

CAT.
CYCLE

COMP

RANGE

SMD SILVER
Engineered with the latest
generation nano-silver particles embedded
into the yarn for permanent anti-bacterial,
thermo-regulation properties.

03

WIRED
Pockets and loops for MP3 player
storage and cable management.

KINETIC
Strong 40 denier prime Lycra is
knitted into a tricot structure to deliver
a powerful 220gm weight for enhanced
muscle containment, less vibration
and fatigue.

FUSION PRO

SENSOR MESH

02

KINETIC

03

KS-SUB
Excellent compression, wear and
moisture management properties. Latest
sublimation print technology coupled with a
dimpled, golf ball-like outer surface, KS-SUB
cuts through the air with incredible speed.
FUSION PRO
The latest in Italian chamois
technology: fusion welded to remove
seams, variable density cushioning and
moisture management via a polyamide /
Lycra outer layer.

04

04

PAGE
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WHT/GRY

BLK/RYB

BLK/PGN

SUMMER
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RYB/DSK

FLAT LOCK
SEAMS

BLK/WHT

KS-SUB

26

FLATLOCK SEAMS
Streamlined seams for stretch
and comfort against the skin. Formenhancing lines.

SILICONE LEG
GRIPPER

SMD SILVER

DEVICE POCKET

REAR ZIP POCKET

2XU FULL LENGTH ZIP

SMD COOL

SUMMER
2010

FITTED POCKETS
Multiple pockets to store all long
ride accessories and essentials. Intelligent
garment design to ensure easy access.

PAGE

CAT.
CYCLE

02

01

OVERVIEW

Utilising powerful high denier Lycra yarn
from Invista plus KS-SUB (KINETIC SPEED
SUBLIMATED) fabric, 2XU has engineered
a sublimated bib short which provides the
wearer with optimal muscle positioning,
stabilisation and supreme aerodynamics.
Complete with a 2XU FUSION PRO chamois,
this high performance short also delivers
on speed and comfort.

RANGE

WIRED MP3
EYELETS

SMD COOL
With the added comfort of a jersey
finish and high UV performance, SMD COOL
comes with all the benefits of the SMD
family of fabrics.

SIZES
XS S M L XL XXL

COMP

01

OVERVIEW

Utilising 2XU’s SMD extreme moisture
management fabrics, this 2XU cycle jersey is
the envy of others in its category. Featuring
SMD SILVER for thermo-regulation and anti
bacterial function, plus SMD COOL with high
filament denier graded technology, optimal
moisture management is assured. Added
features include MP3 player fusion holes, full
length zip for ultimate climate control and
rear pocket for essentials.

SUBLIMATED CYCLE BIB Short

MC1037B

SIZES
XS S M L XL XXL

CAT.
CYCLE

COMP

RANGE

SENSOR MESH
High Lycra content for enhanced
flexibility of movement with the body
and a comfortable soft feel. Moisture
management via high filament polyester
yarn keeps the wearer dry and comfortable.

SENSOR MESH

KINETIC

KINETIC
Strong 40 denier prime Lycra is
knitted into a tricot structure to deliver
a powerful 220gm weight for enhanced
muscle containment, less vibration
and fatigue.

FUSION PRO

02

SUB40
Latest generation, 40 gauge fabric
utilising Lycra yarns from Invista for greater
support, long lasting colour and durability.

03

MULTILAYER CHAMOIS
2XU’s Italian sourced chamois
delivers a seamless main body with optimal
moisture management properties and four
way stretch technology for uncompromised
performance.

03

04

04

FUSION PRO
The latest in italian chamois
technology: fusion welded to remove
seams, variable density cushioning and
moisture management via a polyamide /
Lycra outer layer.

FLATLOCK SEAMS
Streamlined seams for stretch
and comfort against the skin. Formenhancing lines.

SUMMER
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BLK/PGN

BLK/RYB

SUMMER
2010

FLAT LOCK
SEAMS

BLK/BLK

SUB40

28

FLATLOCK STITCHING
Streamlined seams for stretch
and comfort against the skin. Formenhancing lines.

SILICONE LEG
GRIPPER

FLAT LOCK
SEAMS

SILICONE LEG
GRIPPER

PAGE

CAT.
CYCLE

02

01

OVERVIEW

Utilising high denier Lycra yarn from
Invista, 2XU has engineered a short with
compression capabilities to enhance the
wearer’s endurance and recovery. Combined
with a FUSION PRO chamois, this is an
exceptional high performance product,
conceived and constructed for unmatched
comfort and speed. The solution for those
with exacting standards.

RANGE

MULTILAYER

SIZES
XS S M L XL XXL

COMP

KINETIC
Strong 40 denier prime Lycra is
knitted into a tricot structure to deliver
a powerful 220gm weight for enhanced
muscle containment, less vibration
and fatigue.

SUBLIMATED CYCLE Short

KINETIC

01

OVERVIEW

Compression rated Lycra power equipped
KINETIC fabric is enhanced with a
breathable SENSOR MESH for enhanced
power and climate control. The leading
Italian multi-layered chamois is employed
to deliver a great value high performance
bib short.

MC1649B

COMP CYCLE BIB Short

MC1648B

MC1045B

ENDURANCE CYCLE Short
SIZES
XS S M L XL XXL

MULTILAYER

02
KINETIC

COMP

CAT.
CYCLE

Lycra prime elastane boasts excellent
shape retention and stretch memory, while
also offering moisture management and
UV protection.

RANGE

CONTOUR
PANELLING

CAT.
CYCLE

FUSION PRO

KINETIC
01 NEO
200gm performance fabric. 30 denier

OVERVIEW

Invista Lycra fabric along with an Italian
seamless multi-layered chamois combine to
create our COMP2 CYCLE Short. Employing
flatlock seams and silicone leg grippers this
short represents unbelievable value.

RANGE

KINETIC
Strong 40 denier prime Lycra is
knitted into a tricot structure to deliver
a powerful 220gm weight for enhanced
muscle containment, less vibration
and fatigue.

SIZES
XS S M L XL XXL

COMP

01

OVERVIEW

2XU is proud to bring cyclists an endurance
cycle short other brands would call elite, at
a fraction of the price. Durable, high quality
KINETIC fabric provides superior muscle
containment and stability, while a fusion
welded Italian chamois offers unparalleled
moisture management. An elegantly cut
performance garment finished with quality
trims. Unrivalled value.

COMP2 CYCLE Short

02 MULTILAYER CHAMOIS

FUSION PRO
The latest in Italian chamois
technology: fusion welded to remove
seams, variable density cushioning and
moisture management via a polyamide /
Lycra outer layer.

2XU’s Italian sourced chamois
delivers a seamless main body with
optimal moisture management properties
and four way stretch technology for
uncompromised performance.

03

03 FLATLOCK STITCHING

CONTOUR PANELLING
Following the body, 2XU’s design
lines are contoured to optimise the human
form through looks and function.

Streamlined seams for stretch
and comfort against the skin. Formenhancing lines.

FLAT LOCK
SEAM

04

04
04

FLATLOCK STITCHING
Streamlined seams for stretch
and comfort against the skin. Formenhancing lines.

BLK/BLK

SUMMER
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FLAT LOCK
SEAMS

BLK/BLK

NEO KINETIC

SILICONE LEG
GRIPPER

PAGE

SILICONE LEG
FLATLOCK
STITCHING
GRIPPER
Streamlined
Anti-ride
hem,
seams
soft against
for stretch
skin and
and comfort
maintains
position.
against the skin. Formenhancing lines.

MC1513B

SIZES
XS S M L XL XXL

CAT.
CYCLE

02

RANGE

SENSOR MESH
High Lycra content for enhanced
flexibility of movement with the body
and a comfortable soft feel. Moisture
management via high filament polyester
yarn keeps the wearer dry and comfortable.

01

OVERVIEW

From 2XU, the leader in high performance
compression apparel, comes the world class
compression specific cycle short. Utilising
2XU’s elite 70 denier circular knit fabric,
this garment is engineered to deliver power,
durability and muscle support unmatched
by other cycle products. These key features
combine to offer reduced muscle fatigue
and damage over extended periods of wear
to facilitate greater endurance for seriously
high performance endeavours.

70 D/CK
This 70 denier Lycra boasts 15%
more support than 50D/CK and 25% more
power than other leading fabrics. Circular
knit construction delivers unparalleled
support for optimal endurance.

FUSION PRO

02

FUSION PRO
The latest in Italian chamois
technology: fusion welded to remove
seams, variable density cushioning and
moisture management via a polyamide /
Lycra outer layer.

03

03

SEAMLESS CHAMOIS
An imported chamois with a
seamless main body and premium moisture
management properties. Four-way
stretch technology for uncompromised
performance.

SILICONE LEG
FLATLOCK
STITCHING
GRIPPER
Streamlined
Anti-ride
hem,
seams
soft against
for stretch
skin and
and comfort
maintains
position.
against the skin. Formenhancing lines.

IMPROVED CIRCULATION
LESS MUSCLE OSCILLATION
REDUCED FATIGUE

PAGE
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BLK/BLK
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BLK/BLK

FLAT LOCK
SEAMS

32

04

2XU COMPRESSION

70D/CK

PAGE

MULTIPLE POCKETS
Enough room for all ride essentials.

CONTOUR PANELLING
Following the lines of the body,
2XU’s design lines are contoured to
optimise the human form through looks
and function.

SILICONE LEG
GRIPPER

MULTIPLE POCKETS

AIR VENTS

SILICONE LEG
GRIPPER

SUMMER
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04

CAT.
CYCLE

VAPOR
A lower denier (finer) yarn on the
outside wicks moisture from higher denier
(thicker) yarn on inside to keep the wearer
comfortable and dry. Mechanical stretch
allows the garment to move with the body.

SIZES
XS S M L XL XXL

RANGE

Durability, comfort and performance are
the cornerstones in the engineering of
the 2XU Mountain Bike Short. Utilising a
nylon outer shell fabrication, long lasting
performance is assured through the most
punishing conditions. Complete with
seamless moisture wicking chamois, air
ventilation and flexible stretch panels to
move with the wearer, riders will be more
comfortable than ever.

COMPRESSION CYCLE Short

COMP

01

SENSORMESH
LINING

OVERVIEW

COMP

MC1677B

MOUNTAIN BIKE Short

MC1678B

MC1644B

COMPRESSION CYCLE BIB Short
SIZES
XS S M L XL XXL

CAT.
CYCLE

COMP

RANGE

02

SENSOR MESH
High Lycra content for enhanced
flexibility of movement with the body
and a comfortable soft feel. Moisture
management via high filament polyester
yarn keeps the wearer dry and comfortable.

SENSOR MESH

03

FUSION PRO
The latest in Italian chamois
technology: fusion welded to remove
seams, variable density cushioning and
moisture management via a polyamide /
Lycra outer layer.

04

2XU COMPRESSION

SILICONE LEG GRIPPER
Anti-ride hem, soft against skin and
maintains position.

IMPROVED CIRCULATION
LESS MUSCLE OSCILLATION
REDUCED FATIGUE

70 D/CK
This 70 denier Lycra boasts 15%
more support than 50D/CK and 25% more
power than other leading fabrics. Circular
knit construction delivers unparalleled
support for optimal endurance.

FUSION PRO

02

SENSOR MESH
High Lycra content for enhanced
flexibility of movement with the body
and a comfortable soft feel. Moisture
management via high filament polyester
yarn keeps the wearer dry and comfortable.

SENSOR MESH

70D/CK
FLATLOCK
SEAMS

03

FUSION PRO
The latest in Italian chamois
technology: fusion welded to remove
seams, variable density cushioning and
moisture management via a polyamide /
Lycra outer layer.

04

2XU COMPRESSION

SILICONE LEG
FLATLOCK
STITCHING
GRIPPER
Streamlined
Anti-ride
hem,
seams
soft against
for stretch
skin and
and comfort
maintains
position.
against the skin. Formenhancing lines.

IMPROVED CIRCULATION
LESS MUSCLE OSCILLATION
REDUCED FATIGUE

BLK/BLK

SUMMER
2010
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SUMMER
2010
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BLK/BLK

SILICONE LEG
GRIPPER

FLAT LOCK
SEAMS

70D/CK

SILICONE LEG
GRIPPER

PAGE

CAT.
CYCLE

FUSION PRO

01

OVERVIEW

2XU’s leading compression cycle range
has been extended with the outstanding
long compression cycle garment. While
continuing to deliver muscle support and
reduced muscle fatigue properties equal
to the 2XU cycle short/bib short, this new
piece also features graduated compression.
Graduated compression throughout the
garment ensures circulation is heightened,
thereby enhancing oxygen delivery to
the hardest working mucles. Increased
circuation also aids the body’s natural
filtering process by promoting the release
of waste products created during exercise.

RANGE

70 D/CK
This 70 denier Lycra boasts 15%
more support than 50D/CK and 25% more
power than other leading fabrics. Circular
knit construction delivers unparalleled
support for optimal endurance.

SIZES
XS S M L XL XXL

COMP

01

OVERVIEW

From 2XU, the leader in high performance
compression apparel, comes the world
class compression specific compression
cycle bib short. Utilising 2XU’s elite 70
denier circular knit fabric, these garments
are engineered to deliver power, durability
and muscle support unmatched by other
cycle products. These key features combine
to offer reduced muscle fatigue and
damage over extended periods of wear to
facilitate greater endurance for seriously
high performance endeavours.

COMPRESSION CYCLE BIB Short / LONG LEG

WC1418A

SIZES
XS S M L XL

CAT.
CYCLE

MICROFIBRE
Using high filament fibres and
a structured knit, 2XU has created an
extreme moisture management sublimated
fabric while retaining a soft feel.

RANGE

01

ELITE

WIRED MP3
EYELETS

2XU FULL LENGTH
ZIPPER

OVERVIEW

Utilising microfibre fabric technology plus
the latest generation Italian sublimation
print and colour reproduction to offer a
new generation of sublimation cycle
top performance.

ELITE SUBLIMATED CYCLE JERSEY

02

KINETIC SPEED
Excellent compression, wear and
moisture management properties. With
a dimpled, golf ball-like outer surface,
KINETIC SPEED cuts through the air with
incredible speed.

03

SMD MESH
Advanced SMD MESH knit
construction for increased airflow and
lightweight for optimal moisture transfer.

04

FLATLOCK STITCHING
WIRED
Streamlined
forand
stretch
Pockets
and seams
loops for
MP3
and comfort
against
the management.
skin. Formplayer
storage
and cable
enhancing lines.

PAGE
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WHT/DBL

SUMMER
2010

DEVICE POCKET

REAR POCKETS

KINETIC SPEED

MICROFIBRE

RYP/GRY

WC1419A

SIZES
XS S M L XL

CAT.
CYCLE

KINETIC SPEED

KINETIC

03

FLAT LOCK
SEAM

04

CONTOUR PANELLING
FLATLOCK
STITCHING
Streamlined
Following
theseams
body, for
2XU’s
stretch
design
and comfort
lines
are contoured
againsttothe
optimise
skin. Formthe human
enhancing
form
through
lines.
looks and function.
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RYP/GRY

WHT/DBL

BLK/BLK

SUMMER
2010
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FUSION PRO X
The latest in Italian chamois
technology: fusion welded to remove
seams, variable density cushioning and
moisture management via a polyamide/
Lycra outer layer. Exclusive to 2XU.

39

PAGE

KINETIC SPEED
Excellent compression, wear and
moisture management properties. With
a dimpled, golf ball-like outer surface,
KINETIC SPEED cuts through the air with
incredible speed.

SMD MESH

DEVICE POCKET

REAR POCKETS

MICROFIBRE

SUMMER
2010

CONTOUR PANELLING
FLATLOCK
STITCHING
Streamlined
Following
theseams
body, for
2XU’s
stretch
design
and comfort
lines
are contoured
againsttothe
optimise
skin. Formthe human
enhancing
form
through
lines.
looks and function.

02

03

WIRED
Pockets and loops for and MP3
player storage and cable management.

04

KINETIC
Strong 40 denier prime Lycra is
knitted into a tricot structure to deliver
a powerful 220gm weight for enhanced
muscle containment, less vibration
and fatigue.

FUSION PRO X

RANGE

ELITE

SMD MESH
Advanced SMD mesh knit
construction for increased airflow and
lightweight for optimal moisture transfer.

01

OVERVIEW

Created from the best materials on the
planet including dimpled airflow technology
and our compression rated KINETIC with
its muscle holding ability supplying more
endurance and less lactic acid buildup.
Combined with our new FUSION PRO
X chamois 2XU delivers an exceptional
product. Designed for speed and constructed
for unmatched comfort, this is a short for
those with exacting standards.

CAT.
CYCLE

02

SIZES
XS S M L XL

RANGE

MICROFIBRE
Using high filament fibres and
a structured knit, 2XU has created an
extreme moisture management sublimated
fabric while retaining a soft feel.

ELITE CYCLE Short

ELITE

01

WIRED MP3
EYELETS

2XU FULL LENGTH
ZIPPER

OVERVIEW

Utilising microfibre fabric technology plus
the latest generation Italian sublimation
print and colour reproduction to offer a
new generation of sublimation cycle
top performance.

WC1129B

ELITE SUBLIMATED SLEEVELESS

WC1651A
CAT.
CYCLE
RANGE

01

VAPOR
A lower denier (finer) yarn on the
outside wicks moisture from higher denier
(thicker) yarn on inside to keep the wearer
comfortable and dry. Mechanical stretch
allows the garment to move with the body.

02

SENSOR MESH
High Lycra content for enhanced
flexibility of movement with the body
and a comfortable soft feel. Moisture
management via high filament polyester
yarn keeps the wearer dry and comfortable.

03

SMD MESH
Advanced SMD MESH knit
construction for increased airflow and
lightweight for optimal moisture transfer.

03

04

04

SEAMLESS CHAMOIS
An imported chamois with a
seamless main body and premium moisture
management properties. Four-way
stretch technology for uncompromised
performance.
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WIN/GRY

BLK/BLK

SUMMER
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MULTIPLE POCKETS
Enough room for all ride essentials.

AIR VENTS

WHT/GRY

AIR VENTS

SILICONE LEG
GRIPPER

SMD SILVER

DEVICE POCKET

REAR POCKETS

SMD COOL

SUMMER
2010

WIRED
Pockets and loops for and MP3
player storage and cable management.

PAGE

CAT.
CYCLE

SMD SILVER
Engineered with the latest
generation nano-silver particles embedded
into the yarn for permanent anti-bacterial,
thermo-regulation properties.

OVERVIEW

Durability, comfort and performance are
the cornerstones in the engineering of
the 2XU Mountain Bike Short. Utilising a
nylon outer shell fabrication, long lasting
performance is assured through the most
punishing conditions. Complete with
seamless moisture wicking chamois, air
ventilation and flexible stretch panels to
move with the wearer, riders will be more
comfortable than ever.

RANGE

02

SIZES
XS S M L XL

COMP

SMD COOL
With the added comfort of a jersey
finish and high UV performance, SMD COOL
comes with all the benefits of the smd
family of fabrics.

MOUNTAIN BIKE Short

SENSORMESH
LINING

01

WIRED MP3
EYELETS

COMP

SIZES
XS S M L XL

2XU FULL LENGTH
ZIPPER

OVERVIEW

Utilising 2XU’s SMD extreme moisture
management fabrics, this 2XU cycle jersey
is the envy of others in its category.
Featuring SMD SILVER for thermoregulation and anti bacterial function,
plus SMD COOL with high filament denier
graded technology, optimal moisture
management is assured. Added features
include MP3 player fusion holes, full length
zip for ultimate climate control and rear
pocket for essentials.

WC1514B

COMP CYCLE JERSEY

WC1238B

SIZES
XS S M L XL

CAT.
CYCLE

FUSION PRO
The latest in Italian chamois
technology: fusion welded to remove
seams, variable density cushioning and
moisture management via a polyamide /
Lycra outer layer.

RANGE

COMP

02

01

OVERVIEW

Fabric engineered from American Lycra
fabric plus an Italian seamless multilayered chamois combine to create our
COMP 1 CYCLE SHORT. Employing flatlock
seams and silicone leg grippers this short
represents unbelievable value. A popular
cut and quality trims combine with a top of
the line Italian LA ROSA chamois - making
this short unrivalled value.

NEO KINETIC
200gm performance fabric. 30
denier Lycra prime elastane boasts excellent
shape retention and stretch memory, while
also offering moisture management and UV
protection.

LA ROSA

02

LA ROSA
An Italian sourced chamois to
deliver a seamless main body with premium
moisture management properties and fourway stretch technology for uncompromised
performance.

03

CONTOUR PANELLING
Following the lines of the body,
2XU’s design lines are contoured to
optimise the human form through looks
and function.

03

04

04

CONTOUR PANELLING
Following the lines of the body,
2XU’s design lines are contoured to
optimise the human form through looks
and function.
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FLATLOCK
SEAMS

BLK/BLK

SUMMER
2010

BLK/BLK

NEO KINETIC

42

FLATLOCK SEAMS
STITCHING
Streamlined seams for stretch
and comfort against the skin. Formenhancing lines.

SILICONE LEG
GRIPPER

FLATLOCK SEAMS

KINETIC

SILICONE LEG
GRIPPER

SUMMER
2010

FLATLOCK SEAMS
Streamlined seams for stretch
and comfort against the skin. Formenhancing lines.

PAGE

CAT.
CYCLE

FUSION PRO

SIZES
XS S M L XL

RANGE

KINETIC
Strong 40 denier prime Lycra is
knitted into a tricot structure to deliver
a powerful 220gm weight for enhanced
muscle containment, less vibration
and fatigue.

COMP 1 CYCLE Short

COMP

01

OVERVIEW

2XU brings you a short other brands would
call elite - for a fraction of the price. The
KINETIC fabric is selected for its durability
and quality, delivering superior muscle
containment and stability. This is a long life
garment with fantastic wear and moisture
management properties. A popular cut and
quality trims combine with a top of the
line Italian women’s FUSION PRO chamois making this short unrivalled value.

WC1239B

ENDURANCE CYCLE Short

WC1655B

SUBLIMATED CYCLE Short
SIZES
XS S M L XL

01

KINETIC
Strong 40 denier prime Lycra is
knitted into a tricot structure to deliver
a powerful 220gm weight for enhanced
muscle containment, less vibration
and fatigue.

FUSION PRO

02

SUB 40
Latest generation, 40 gauge fabric
utilising Lycra yarns from Invista for greater
support, long lasting colour and durability.

RANGE

COMP

CAT.
CYCLE

OVERVIEW

Utilising high denier Lycra yarn from
Invista, 2XU has engineered a short with
compression capabilities to enhance the
wearer’s endurance and recovery. Combined
with a FUSION PRO chamois, this is an
exceptional high performance product,
conceived and constructed for unmatched
comfort and speed. Appropriate for short
and long rides, this garment represents the
solution for those with exacting standards.

03

FUSION PRO
The latest in italian chamois
technology: fusion welded to remove
seams, variable density cushioning and
moisture management via a polyamide /
Lycra outer layer.

04

44
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KINETIC

SUB40

SILICONE LEG
GRIPPER

SUMMER
2010

FLATLOCK STITCHING
Streamlined seams for stretch
and comfort against the skin. Formenhancing lines.

BLK/RYP

BLK/DBL

PRODUCT

WC1418a
ELITE CYCLE JERSEY
WC1655b
SUBLIMATED CYCLE
SHORT
ATHLETE

ALI SHANKS
3000M INDIVIDUAL
WORLD PURSUIT
CHAMPION

WC1652B

WC1654B

COMPRESSION CYCLE Short
SIZES
XS S M L XL

CAT.
CYCLE

COMP

RANGE

FUSION PRO
The Latest In Italian Chamois
Technology: Fusion Welded To Remove
Seams, Variable Density Cushioning And
Moisture Management Via A Polyamide /
Lycra Outer Layer.

FUSION PRO

02

FUSION PRO
The Latest In Italian Chamois
Technology: Fusion Welded To Remove
Seams, Variable Density Cushioning And
Moisture Management Via A Polyamide /
Lycra Outer Layer.

03

03

CONTOUR PANELLING
Following the lines of the body,
2XU’s design lines are contoured to
optimise the human form through looks
and function.

04

2XU COMPRESSION

SILICONE LEG
FLATLOCK
STITCHING
GRIPPER
Streamlined
Anti-ride
hem,
seams
soft against
for stretch
skin and
and comfort
maintains
position.
against the skin. Formenhancing lines.

SILICONE LEG
FLATLOCK
STITCHING
GRIPPER
Streamlined
Anti-ride
hem,
seams
soft against
for stretch
skin and
and comfort
maintains
position.
against the skin. Formenhancing lines.

IMPROVED CIRCULATION
LESS MUSCLE OSCILLATION
REDUCED FATIGUE

PAGE
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BLK/BLK
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BLK/BLK

FLATLOCK
SEAMS

46

04

2XU COMPRESSION

SILICONE LEG
GRIPPER

PAGE

CONTOUR PANELLING
Following the lines of the body,
2XU’s design lines are contoured to
optimise the human form through looks
and function.

FLAT LOCK
SEAMS

70D/CK

SILICONE LEG
GRIPPER

SUMMER
2010

IMPROVED CIRCULATION
LESS MUSCLE OSCILLATION
REDUCED FATIGUE

CAT.
CYCLE

02

70 D/CK
This 70 Denier Lycra boasts 15%
more support than 50D/CK and 25% more
power than other leading fabrics. Circular
knit construction delivers unparalleled
support for optimal endurance.

RANGE

FUSION PRO

01

OVERVIEW

2XU’s leading compression cycle range
has been extended with the outstanding
long compression cycle garment. This new
piece features graduated compression.
Graduated compression throughout the
garment ensures circulation is heightened,
thereby enhancing oxygen delivery to
the hardest working mucles. Increased
circuation also aids the body’s natural
filtering process by promoting the release
of waste products created during exercise.

70D/CK

70 D/CK
This 70 Denier Lycra boasts 15%
more support than 50D/CK and 25% more
power than other leading fabrics. Circular
knit construction delivers unparalleled
support for optimal endurance.

SIZES
XS S M L XL

COMP

01

OVERVIEW

From 2XU, the leader in high performance
compression apparel, comes the world
class compression specific compression
cycle short. Utilising 2XU’s elite 70 denier
circular knit fabric, these garments are
engineered to deliver power, durability and
muscle support unmatched by other cycle
products. These key features combine to
offer reduced muscle fatigue and damage
over extended periods of wear to facilitate
greater endurance for seriously high
performance endeavours.

COMPRESSION CYCLE TIGHTS

OFFICIAL GARMIN SLIPSTREAM
AND CERVÉLO TEST TEAM
COMPRESSION PRODUCTS
2XU is proud to be an ‘off the bike’ Official
Supplier to international Pro Tour cycling
powerhouses, Garmin/Slipstream and
the Cervélo TestTeam. Armed with 2XU
Compression tights and socks for post
training and race recovery, another piece of
their finely tuned performance equations
are in place. 2XU Compression delivers these
world-class cyclists an array of physiological

CARLOS SASTRE
2008 TOUR DE
FRANCE CHAMPION

benefits; from improved circulation and
heightened agility through to reduced muscle
fatigue and faster recovery.
The Cervélo TestTeam represents a
cooperation between Cervélo, 2XU and other
bike industry leaders. The prestigious team is
responsible for extensive field-testing of all
its key partner products and provides detailed

technical feedback to key stakeholders such
as 2XU on an ongoing basis.
These elite partnerships articulate the evergrowing demand for 2XU Compression in the
international high performance
sporting niche.

THOR HUSHOVD
TOUR DE FRANCE GREEN
JERSEY WINNER

MEN’S L/S COMPRESSION TOP
MA1120a CER-BLK

MEN’S COMPRESSION TIGHTS
MA1551b CER-BLK

MEN’S COMPRESSION TIGHTS
MA1551b GAR-BLK

WOMEN’S L/S COMPRESSION TOP
WA1122a CER-BLK

WOMEN’S COMPRESSION TIGHTS
WA1552b CER-BLK

WOMEN’S COMPRESSION TIGHTS
WA1552b GAR-BLK

GLOVES
MEN’S ELITE CYCLE GLOVE

MA1476h

MEN’S COMP CYCLE GLOVE

MA1474h

WOMEN’S COMP CYCLE GLOVE

BLU/BLU

WA1475h

BLK/BLK

Accessories
SUMMER
2010

2XU RUN CAP \ UR1188f
SIZES: ONE SIZE FITS ALL
SOLD IN PACKS OF 5

2XU RUN VISOR \ UA1150f
SIZES: ONE SIZE FITS ALL
SOLD IN PACKS OF 5

2XU ARM SHADES \ UR1512a
SIZES: S, M, L, XL

WHT/WHT

NTA/NTA
WHT/GRY

SIZES: S M L XL
BLK/BLK
01 	3D MESH WAFFLE
Increased airflow
02 	GEL INSERT
Relieves pressure on sensitive nerves
03 	ELASTIC CLOSURE
For snug fit
04 	SWEAT WIPE
Micro suede thumb
05	NEOKINETIC
190gm nylon Lycra - moisture
management + comfort

SIZES: S M L XL
BLK/GRY
01 	SYNTHETIC LEATHER
Durability and comfort
02 	GEL INSERT
Relieves pressure on sensitive nerves
03 	VELCRO CLOSURE
For unrestricted wrist movement
04 	SWEAT WIPE
Micro suede thumb
05	NEOKINETIC
190gm nylon Lycra - moisture
management / comfort

SIZES: S M L XL
BLK/GRY
01 	SYNTHETIC LEATHER
Durability and comfort
02 	GEL INSERT
Relieves pressure on sensitive nerves
03 	VELCRO CLOSURE
For unrestricted wrist movement
04 	SWEAT WIPE
Micro suede thumb
05	NEOKINETIC
190gm nylon Lycra - moisture
management / comfort

2XU PERFOR. LOW RISE SOCKS
UA1349e
SIZES: S/M, L/XL

2XU SWEAT BANDS II \ UA1444h
SIZES: ONE SIZE FITS ALL

BLKBLK

BLKBLK

2XU BACK PACK \ UA1420g
SIZES: ONE SIZE FITS ALL

2XU PERFOR. DRINK BOTTLE \ UA1387g
SIZES: 750ml

BLKBLK

2XU RACE BELT \ UA1149g
SIZES: ONE SIZE FITS ALL
SOLD IN PACKS OF 10

SUMMER
2010

2XU WATER BOTTLE HOLDER \ UA1057g
SIZES: S/M, L/XL

CLR/SIL

BLK/BLK
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WHT/WHT
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PAGE

WHT/GRY
BLK/BLK

Accessories

2XU CASUAL CAP \ UA1047f
SIZES: ONE SIZE FITS ALL

WHT/GRY
BLK/BLK

MC1406A
ELITE sublimated cycle jersey

WHT/PGN

MC1647A
COMP CYCLE JERSEY

BLK/PGN

BLK/BLK

BLK/WHT

WHT/GRD

MC1127B
ELITE CYCLE
BIB Short

mc1018b
ELITE CYCLE Short

WC1418A
ELITE SUBLIMATED
CYCLE JERSEY

RYB/DSK

BLK/BLK

MC1037B
COMP CYCLE
BIB Short

BLK/BLK

MC1677B
COMPRESSION CYCLE
Short

SUMMER
2010

WC1239B
COMP 1 CYCE Short

BLK/BLK

WC1655B
SUBLIMATED CYCLE Short

BLK/DBL

BLK/RYB

BLK/RYP

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

wc1654b
compression cycle
tight

BLK/BLK

WOMEN’S

BLK/BLK

SUMMER
2010
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WC1238B
ENDURANCE CYCLE
Short

wc1652b
compression cycle
short

MC1644B
COMPRESSION CYCLE
BIB Short
LONG LEG

BLK/BLK

BLK/PGN

BLK/BLK

PAGE

MEN’S

BLK/BLK

BLK/BLK

WIN/GRY

WHT/GRY

WHT/DBL

wc1514b
mountain bike short

BLK/RYB

MC1649B
SUBLIMATED CYCLE Short

BLK/BLK

RYP/GRY

wc1129b
elite cycle short
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MC1513B
MOUNTAIN BIKE Short

MC1678B
COMPRESSION CYCLE
BIB Short

BLK/BLK

WC1651A
COMP CYCLE JERSEY

BLK/BLK
BLK/PGN

MC1045B
COMP 2 CYCLE Short

WHT/DBL

RYP/GRY

WHT/GRY

MC1650B
SUBLIMATED CYCE
BIB Short

MC1648B
ENDURANCE CYCLE Short

WC1419A
ELITE SUBLIMATED SLEEVELESS

2XU GLOBAL
SIZE CHART
WOMEN

XXS

XS

S

M

L

XL

CHEST

28-30” 70-76CM

30-32” 76-81CM

32-34” 81-86CM

34-36“ 87-93CM

37-39” 94-99CM

39-42“ 100-106CM

WAIST

20-22” 50-56CM

22-24” 56-61CM

24-26” 61-66CM

26-28” 67-72CM

29-31” 73-79CM

31-34” 80-86CM

HIP

32-34” 81-86CM

34-36” 86-91CM

36-38” 91-96CM

38”-40” 96-101CM

40-42” 101-106CM

42-44” 106-112CM

MEN

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

CHEST

31-33” 79-81CM

34-37” 86-94CM

38-40” 95-102CM

41-43” 103-109CM

44-47” 110-120CM

47-50” 120-127CM

WAIST

25-27” 63-69CM

28-31” 71-79CM

32-34” 80-86CM

35-38” 87-97CM

39-42” 98-107CM

42-45” 107-115CM
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